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WEDNESDAY: CREATING/DENYING SCORING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE FINAL/DEFENSIVE THIRD 

ARRIVAL & CHECK-IN: Players check-in at main tent then head to you - engage with them as they arrive.

WELCOME & INTRO: Ask players who can remember what has been worked on in previous days.

WARM UP: 1x20x36 yard grids with goals on each side and GK’s

Two teams playing each other (5v5 max plus GK). 
Teams can only score by moving the ball into the attacking half. They cannot score from 
defensive half.

Introduce players who are split by defensive players and attacking players;
2 defenders must stay in the defensive half, 3 attackers must stay in attacking half. The 
numbers up will allow for more opportunities for the attackers to score. 

Make it easier: Numbers up for attackers
Make is harder: 3 touch maximum

TECHNICAL: 1x 25x2 yard area with a goal on one ends goal line
Opposite line can have two target goal gates for defenders to clear to. 4 attacking players 
will be inside the cones grid. One attacker will be outside the grid behind the line farthest 
from, and opposite to the attacking goal. One attacking player will be down each side (pn the 
outside) of the grid. There will be 3 defenders inside the grid defending the goal. 

Outside players will serve the balls into the attacking player of which are inside the grid, The 
attaching players must attempt to score on the goal anyway they like. They can play the ball 
back wide or backwards to then redistribute. The defenders must stop the goals being scored 
and look to break or clear the ball into the counter goals. 

Make it easier:  Attackers - remove a defender / defenders - add a defender 
Make it harder: Attackers are on a time limit to get a shot on goal / defenders must play out 
and dribble through the counter goals 

Progression: Outside players play for both teams - defenders can play out to get through 
counter goals but only players inside the area can score the goals. Attackers can also score 
from crosses from wide players. 

COACHING POINT: Attacking: players to penetrate defensive line quickly with forward movements in-between and 
past defenders. 
Defending: deny the goal scoring opportunity - press quickly and delay the shot.

1ST COACHING POINT: Attacking: Combination play must be fast to find space to take a shot. 
Defending: First defender pressure is essential, must stop shot and have two supporting 
defenders closing off space inside - force the ball wide. 

2ND COACHING POINT: Attacking: Can attacker check away from defender to receive ball and shoot if given the space 
(inside of foot for accuracy/instep for power - across GK) 
Defending: Can the defenders transition to find an out ball quickly when they win possession, 
and transition back into a solid, compact shape when they lose possession
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TACTICAL: In the final third of an 11v11 field, or as close to as possible play ATT v DEF. 

Defending team must strive to have 2 lines (back 4 and 1 or 2 holding midfielders). Attacking 
team with 4 midfielders and 1 or 2 forwards. 

Defenders have 2 counter goals to score in. Attackers must score on the goal

Make it easier: attackers - less defenders / defenders - smaller space. 
Make it harder: attackers - time limit to score / defenders - go down a player

GAME: Small sided game (4v4/6v6) Field is split into half. Numbers up for attackers by 1 in each half (1 
GK, 3 defenders, 4 forwards in each team). 

Condition;
Field is split into half. Numbers up for attackers by 1 in each half.
Players have attacking numbers up in attacking half until ball is played into the area. Once in 
attacking area on of the attacking players from the team out of possession can enter the half 
that they are defending in. 

Remove conditions and half line stipulation. 

SIGN OUT: Parent must come to you to sign their player out and initial sign in/out sheet. 

COACHING SUMMARY: Try to find instances in the game to freeze the play when your coaching points are relevant. 
Keep your freeze short and concise - try to find opportunities when a player fails to use a 
teammate when they are in a good position. Some examples:

1) An attacking team slows the play down when they have numbers up and an opportunity to 
get an end product (cross/shot). 
2) The defending team do not transition into combat shape quickly with the ball infant of them 
and allow too much space for attackers.
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1ST COACHING POINT: Attacking: Can we pass forward? Hit a forwards feet and get supporting players both running 
in behind the forward and getting underneath. 

Defending: Can we find a line of confrontation. Do not press the ball more than 30 yards from 
goal - sit and be compact between defensive and midfield line.

2ND COACHING POINT: Attacking: Diagonal runs (on and off ball) and diagonal passes to hurt defensive lines.

Defending: Allow play to go wide, stopping a shot from central areas. Full backs to stay on their 
feet and stop the cross.




